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The Importance of Securing Vendor 

Access and Endpoints

Eric Kretler – Sr Solutions Engineer
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The Human Being

Built for trust Busy

Helpful Ambitious

Connected
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Two types of access flows

Vendor Internal 

▪ Controlled 

network

▪ Controlled 

workstation (more 

later)

▪ Personally vested

▪ Security training

▪ Unknown network 

before VPN

▪ Unknown workstation

▪ Little accountability

▪ Unknown security 

training
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IT services providers

Supply chain vendors

Services companies

External consultants

Cyber attackers target smaller, less 

secure organizations as backdoors to the 

networks of their larger, enterprise 

business partners

Do you know who your remote vendors are?
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Dancing Pigs

Given a choice between dancing pigs and security, users 

will pick dancing pigs every time.

̶ Edward Felten/Gary McGraw/Bruce Schneier

“
”
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How Are Privileged Credentials Stolen?

Keystroke Logging
Password 

Guessing/Cracking

Memory Scraping
Password 

Spreadsheets

Social Engineering
Hard Coded 
Application 
Credentials

“Mandiant’s Red Team, on average, is able 

to obtain access to domain administrator 

credentials within three days of gaining 

initial access to an environment”

“Prominent malware families […] are 

designed to capture keystrokes from

an infected device. All those efforts to get 

users to use special characters,

upper/lower case numbers and minimum 

lengths are nullified by this ubiquitous

malware functionality.”
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Network devices

Privileged Accounts

DatabasesServers

Virtual machines Firewalls

Applications

Employees

Consultants

Service Providers

Third-Party Vendors

Auditors Contractors

Privileged Users

A variety of internal and external users access your privileged accounts everyday. 
Do you know which users and machines you can trust?

Network 

Devices

These considerations apply to corporate users as 

well
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Recap - The Risks of Privilege

Privileged Accounts Can:

✓ Access the most sensitive data in an organization

✓ Modify or disable security mechanisms

✓ Stop/Start/Modify/Destroy the processes, systems, and apps the business runs on

And yet we:

× Share privileged credentials directly with users, contractors, vendors, etc.

× Store privileged credentials in spreadsheets

× Rotate credentials anywhere from (at best?) every 30 days to every 2 decades

× Give users (and service accounts) full admin rights on desktops and servers
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What can be done??

Coverage

Achieve basic level of credential 

management on as many 

technologies as possible

Starts with built-in administrators

Limit analysis: if you know it’s 

there, vault it

Depth

Identify riskiest assets

Go beyond credential 

management: isolate sessions, 

restrict privilege, manage services

Starts with Active Directory: 

implement credential boundaries, 

secure server/workstation admins
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We asked…

Why do Windows users in your 

organization have local admin privileges?
?

“It would be a helpdesk nightmare”

“Politics” “Because she’s the CEO”
“Ugh”

“DevOps”

“It’s always been this way”
“Too difficult to manage otherwise”

“Because IT admins should have those rights.”
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Change system 

configurations:

Users with admin rights can have quite a bit of fun

▪ Install and start services

▪ Disable/uninstall anti-virus

▪ Render the machine 

unbootable

▪ Stop existing services (such as 

the firewall)

▪ Cause code to run when 

anyone logs on to that system

▪ Replace OS and other program 

files with Trojan horses

Install malware, 

such as:

▪ Kernel-mode root kits

▪ System-level level key 

loggers

▪ Malicious ActiveX 

controls

▪ Spyware and adware

▪ Malware to facilitate 

pass-the-hash exploits

Access and change 

accounts:

▪ Create and modify 

user accounts

▪ Reset local passwords

▪ Access data belonging 

to other users
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Step 3: Hash of helpdesk 

user who remotely assisted 

3 days prior extracted and 

used.

Step 1: Attackers use 

phishing scam to detect 

local admin users.

Threat actors can have even more fun:

Step 2: Executive user 

with local admin rights 

is discovered. Pass the 

hash attack starts
How could we stop this?
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The New IT Department Is Highly Automated, Agile, And 

Uses Many Tools

CM-as-Code CI/CD Test Automation Container Orchestration

Deployment Measurement ChatOps IaaS
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Do you have control of your cloud?
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You don’t need local admin rights to cause trouble

Sure does help though
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Exfiltration of DataLateral Movement

Credential Theft

Privilege Account Management – Key Aspects

Randomize Built-in 
Backdoor Admin 

Passwords

Establish 
Credential 

Boundaries for 
Domain

Isolate Passwords 
of Critical Assets

Monitor Privileged 
Behavior
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Privileged Account Management - Critical Steps

Protect and manage privileged account 
credentials

Control, isolate and monitor privileged access to critical 
servers and databases

Use real-time privileged account intelligence to detect 

and respond to in-progress attacks

Discover all of your privileged accounts

Implement least privilege access for server and 
workstation access
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Have we forgotten anything?

▪ So far, we’ve focused on 

human accounts

▪ Inorganic/Organic account 

ratio has shifted

▪ Hardcoded credentials can 

be addressed!
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Key Takeaways

1. Know your vendors security practices

2. Review and audit your vendors security practices

3. Their security practices should be at least as good, if not better, than yours

a. Smaller organizations often lack formal security teams and resources

b. Prime targets for attackers to move laterally into their real target

4. Rotate credentials used by vendors after each use

a. Better yet disable/remove access after use

5. Closely monitor and review vendor activity on your assets

6. Ensure vendors only have access to assets they need and only the level of 

access needed
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Thanks for your time!!
Come get a Yo-Yo


